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Introauction 

The current project for estimating Spanish 

Quarterly National Accounts, now being developed in the 

Research Department and, particularly, the obtaining of 

retrospective quarterly series pose needs of a different 

nature. Among these needs are those that are der ived from 

methods that can be usea to satisfactorily hanóle the basie 

problem, which can be formulated in the following general 

terms: given an annual magnitude, how to obtain quarterly 

data that are compatible with this magnitud and that 

incorporate exogenous ínformation! should i t be available i 

this information would take the torm of a time series, 

equally quarterly, which we will call the inaicator. 

Choosing the indicator will be based on theoretieal 

or other considerations. Al though we will not discuss them 

here, we will assume that these considerations have prompted 

us to conclude that fluctuations in the indicator provioe 

information on what should be the evolution of the quarterly 

series to be estimated. 
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In sorne cases, no avai1able indicator will exist. 

Thus, the problern will be reduced to generating, under sorne 

val id cr i ter ion, four quarter ly data f rorn the cor respond ing 

annual data. 

Based on what has been satd up to this point, one 

rnight suggest c1assifying the different methods proposed 

literature(*), according to whether or not they use 

in 

an 

indicator. Nevertheless, although this out1ine wi11 be 

followed in part in this paper, we wil1 later see that it is 

possible to estab1ish a relatively nested sequence, in the 

sense that sorne simple methods tbat operate without 

indicators can be treated as a special case of other more 

general and complete ones. For this reason, we wil1 spend 

virtually no time at all with the first methods, limiting 

ourselves only to those that were used as a starting point 

in more elaborate alternatives. Methods using indicators 

from stage one of their development are examined in greater 

deta i 1, and as was sta ted ear 1 ier, we will see tha t these 

same methods are perfectly suitable for constructing 

quarter1y series should other information be unavailable. 

Independently of the degree of information that 

each method attemps to incorporate, some methods tackle the 

problem by introducing special conditions or restrictions, 

whose degree of reasonableness depends on the cr i ter ion of 

the authors proposing them¡ given these conditions proposed 

a priori, the solution to the problem will be unique in each 

case. There are other methods based on fixing a unique 

objective criterion that the quarterly series must respecto 

(*) A description of some of these methods can be found in 
Chapter 2 of a recent OECD report (1979). Unfortunate1y, 
in the synthesis provided therein the most important 
methods have been omitted. 
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'I'hus, the solution to the problem posed is reduced to a 

simple optimization exercise. The methods gathered in this 

paper are representative of these two alternative approaches. 

Th is expos i t ion i s based on the problem that gave 

r ise to this paper, even though what follows can al so be 

applied to obtain, tor example, monthly data from quarterly 

data or to any other temporal desaggregation. For the same 

reason, the exposition centers on obtaining quarterly data 

from an annual tlow, that is, the aforementioned 

compatibility between the annual and quarterly data is 

understood in the sense that the sum of the quarterly data 

must equal the corresponding annual data, as i8 required to 

determine the quarterly series for the product, spending or 

income of tbe National Accounts. Another alternative 

compatibility criterion could be the fitting of the average 

of four quarters to annual data, whicb occurs when 

constructing quarterly data froID an annual deflator or price 

indexo The transition from one criterion to another is 

trivial. For 

henceforth we 

flow. 

thi5 

will 

reason, 

a1ways 

wi thout any 105s of generali ty, 

refer to the case of an annua1 

In the 

quarter 1y data 

first section, sorne 

without indicators 

methoQs that construct 

are summarized. For 

reasons already expressed, far from trying to carry out an 

exhaustive compilation, the contents of this section are 

limited to those cases which, in turn, wil1 be the point of 

departure for other more elaborate ones. Section 2 will 

include a brief summary of these more e1aborate methods. In 

Sect ion 3, which i s the centr al par t of thi s paper, three 

rnethods are discussed, all of which have been initially 

conceived to use indicators,and sorne irnportant re1ationships 
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between them are underlined. In Section 4 the choice of the 

method recommended in this paper to abtain quarterly data is 

justified. Last of all, in the last section where 

conclusions and summaries are drawn up we will take up the 

basic criteria ta be followed when deriving the quarterly 

data of real economic series. 

Two difterent methods are summarized in this 

section. The first was developped by Lisman and Sandee 

(1964) I the second by Boot, Feibes ano Lisman (1~67). Both 

works are representative oí the two alternative approaches 

cited in the introduction. We will find these methods again 

in more elaborate ones analyzed later in this papero 

1.1. Method of Lisman and Sandee (L-S) 

After posing the problem of obtaining quarterly 

data from an annual ser ies wi th an absence of exogenous 

information, L-S have proposed a rnethod in which the 

resulting quarterly series would conform to sorne previously 

established conditions. The first condition is that each 

quarterly data in year t is considered a weighted average of 

years t-l, t and t+l. 
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With Y,- (t=l, ... ,'1,) representing the series 
lo 

known annual data 

quarterly series to 

and 

be 

Ytj(t=l, ... ,'r) (j=l,2,3,4) 

obta ined, bear ing in mina 

starting assumption, we have: 

Ytl l Yt-~ 
I (1. 1) Yt2 I = M Yt I 

Yt3 Yt+~ 
Yt4 

J 

of 

the 

our 

where N is a 4x3 matrix that distributes the three annual 

data among the quarters of the central year. 

L-S point out that, from a practical point of view, 

it is not worthwhile to increase the number of annual values 

on which Ytj is made to aepend. 

'1'0 estirnate tbe elements of the f1 weights rnatrix, 

L-S have introduced tour addi tional condi tions that ensure 

that the solution to the problem is unique: 

l. The first is a symmetry restriction: if the 

annual totals for years t-l f t and t+l are X, Y, Z, the 

quarterly data for year t will be the same, although the 

order will be rever sed tor data obtained if the total years 

are Z, Y, X, respectively. This means that the M matrix 

would only contain six different elements, 

following form: 

taking the 
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r 
d a e 

M = b f e 
e f b 
d e a 

2. The sum of the quarters of each year must be 

equa1 to the corresponding annua1 data: 

3. 

k 

If Yt 

(that 

increases or aecreases by a constant 

amount, is, k) , the 

quarter1y data y tj must increase or decrease by a constant 

amount equa1 to 1/4 k. 

4. If Yt is a series that a1ternates between 

constant increases 

-(Yt-Yt - 1», the 

sinusoidal. 

ano decreases 

quarter1y 

Under 

obtained: 

these four conditions, 

are a=0.073, b=-O.OlO, 

e=0.198, f=0.302. 

Given the form of (1.1) , 

(that is, 

series 
Yt+1-Yt = 

wi11 be 

the fo11owing weights 

c=-0.042, d=-0.021, 

it is obvious that 

quarter1y data cannot be obtained for the first and 1ast 

years of the samp1e. A1though the conditions imposed to 

estimate the weights matr ix are more or 1ess reasonab1e, 

they are, in any event, arbi trary, as wou1d be any other 

criteria chosen. 
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1.2. Method of Boot, Feibes aná Lisman (B-F-L) 

Instead of starting with a set of restrictions a 

priori, B-F-L have proposed an a1ternative based on the 

minimization of sorne criterion and fixeá an objective the 

series to be estimated must meet. The mathematica1 

formulation of the cr i ter ion makes i t possible to t ind 1 ts 

solution by means of a simple optimization exercise. 

The first possibility consists in minimizing the 

sum of the quadratic differences between each pair of 

successive quarters, under the constraint that the sum of 

the four quarters of each year be equal to the corresponding 

known annua1 total. 

Using the same notation as before, it involves 

minimizing 

(1. 2) 
T 
¿ 

t=l 

4 2 
¿ (YtJ'-Yt(J'-l)) 

j=l 

under the constraints: 

4 
lit: ¿ YtJ' = Yt 

j=l 

In matrix notation, the above problem would be 

formulated as 

(1. 2b) mino y'Ay 

b.c. B'y=Y 
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where y, y are 4Tx1 and 'I'x1 vectors, respective1y, A is a 

4Tx4T symmetric matrix such that A=D'D, where D lS a 

(4'1'-1) x4T matrix, defined as 

r 

~l -1 1 O 
O -1 1 O .. 

(1. 3) D= 

O ...... s o ... -1 1 J 
ana, last1y, B is a 4Tx'r matrix such that(*}: 

f1 1 1 1 O O O O G .. 1) .... lO i!> O l 
O O O O 1 1 1 1 ....... O 

I (1. 4) B'= 
1 ¡ • 

I ¡ 

I~ 
, 

•• " •••• t!I,¡,.&g.c~oIllS'.E' ... o .. O 1 1 1 1 J L 

The solution to the prob1em could be obtained 

solving the Lagrangean 

(1. 5) L(y,A) == y'Ay- A' (Y-B'y) 

where A is a vector of T mu1tip1iers whose 

minimization 1eads to the 5T equations system: 

(1. 6) : 1 
where the matrix O is TxT. 

(*) To obtain quarter1y data for a def1ator instead of a 
f1ow, B need simp1y be rep1aced by B*, with B*=1/4B. 
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'l'he solu t ion of (1.5) requ ires the inver sion of a 

5Tx5'l' matrix, although B-F-L have reformulated the problem 

so that i t can be solved by inverting a matr ix of order 

(T+ 1) x (T+ l). In any event, annual totals more than three 

years removed exercise practically no influence on the 

quarters of a given year. 'l'his means that by applying a 

seven year matrix to the central year, we can obtain the 

same results given by working with the complete system. 

Consequently, from a practical point of view, an 8x8 matrix 

need only be inverted. Moreover, since the matrix to be 

inverted does not depend on data Y -see (1.6)-, the elements 

of the inverted matrix may be considered as given for 

generating quarterly data from any series. 

Another alternative minimization criterion, also 

proposed by B-F-L, consists in minimizing the sum of the 

squares of the second differences of the series, i.e., 

(1. 7) 

[where 6 is the operator of the first differences such that 

6 v =y -y i=1, ... ,4T(*)'J subiect to the same sum 11 i i-1' -
restriction of the previous criterion. In terms of matrixes, 

the problem is presented in the same terms as in (1.2b), by 

redefining the D matrix in order to incorporate the secona 

differences(**). For this reason, the ana1ytical forro of 

the solution continues to be (1.6). 

---------------

(* ) Strictly speaking, in this case the operator does not 
act only on j or t (consider the jump from one year to 
another) . 

(* *) In the di scuss ion of Denton ¡ s method in Section 3, we 
will return to the problem of appropriate definitions 
for the D matrixes associated with each criterion. 
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B-F-L compare the results obtained with the 

Lisman-Sandee method with their own method ana use first or 

second differences -which we will call FD and SD, 

respectively-, applying them to two short series, with T=3. 

In the first, the annual data grow by a constant amount 

(Yt=160, 200, 240), while in the second, the data approach 

a cyclical change, with increases that are equal in absolute 

value, though of the opposite sign (Y t =160, 200, 160). In 

both exercises, the results obtained with FD are inferior to 

those áerived from SD, in the sense that the quarterly 

series with FD produce figures that are less consistent with 

the evolut ion of the annual data than those w i th 3D. 'I'he 

compar ison wi th the L-S method does not make much sense 

since, with T=3 and the loss of the two end years implied in 

the method, it is reduced to the four central quarters. L-S 

and SD give the same results for these quarters ln the case 

of the annual series with constant growth, and somewhat 

different ones for the cyclical series. 

The choice between setting an objective in terms of 

first or second differences in methods based on quadratic 

minimization is importante Sorne aspects of the problem are 

discussed in detail later in section 3. 

2. Towards the incorpora~ion of indicators 

This section surnmarizes two methods firmly based on 

those described in the previous section, although they take 

into account the information of an indicator. 
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2.1. Method of Vangrevelinghe 

The first method, proposed by Vangrevelinghe 

(1966), was used in France by the INSEE to obtain the 

quarterly data of private consumption from the annual 

aggregate of the National Accounts. This method operates in 

two steps: in the first one, Vangrevelinghe obtains what he 

calls the quarterly trend of the annual series; in the 

second, this trend i s modif ied, by working with the 

discrepancies that are observed between the quarterly series 

of the indicator and its own trend. More specifica11y, if 

Xtj represents the series indicator and, simi1ar1y to the 

4 
notation already introduced, X = E x~~, the method may be 

t . 1 '-J J= 

summarized as fo1lows: 

1st) Interpo1ate the annual series Yt , 

" obtain the "quarterly trends" Ytj' '" Xtj · 

X t 

interpo1ation is carried out by fol1owing the L-S method. 

2nd) Fit an annua1 regression: 

" to ca1culate the estimator b. 

3rd) Obtain the final quarterly series, 

modifying Ytj in the following way: 

to 

'I'h i s 

by 
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This method has various weaknesses, such the 

initial derivation of quarterly figures based on tbe 

criteria of L-S and, in particular? the regression of the 

second step. Vangreveling 

enables ! . ,11m to verify if "a 

states that this regression 

good correlation" exists between 

the annual series and the indicator, and to eventually 

ensure the sea le change between the units of rneasurement of 

the two series. As far as the first objective is concerned, 

it would be preferable to present other contrasts; for 

example, without leaving the sarne simple regression analysis 

proposed, the relationship could be estimated by using the 

inte r annual ra tes oí chan¡;3e of each var iable ¡ in th i s v;ay 

avoiding the danger of measuring correlatl0ns dorninated by 

the strong trend usually contained in. economic temporal 

series. Turning to the estimation oi parameter b, which will 

a~! af!. r tan trole 1r1 t th 1rd s tep? sorne assurnpt ions 

on the d istr ibut ion or u t wou Id have te be of fered f and a 

suggestion would have to be ventured on what should be done, 

for example ¡ when the residt.laI est 

year i8 quite high. 

2.2. Method of Ginsbur 

toa fer a particular 

The overall appraach of the previous method was 

used by V. A. Ginsburg (1973) to propase a more interesting 

var iant. Subj ect to the sarne 11mi ta tions already ment íonea 

in the second step f h i s procedure can be expressed in an 

alternative way that reveals 1tS meaning. From this point of 

view, this method is clearly preferable to the previous one, 

granting that this is a special case of more general 

alternatives, as we will later see. 
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Although Ginsburg proposes following the same steps 

used by Vangrevelinghe, he alter s the first step, in which 

the quarterly trend is estimated according to the B-F-L 

method instead of to the L-S one. That is, the three stages 

are: 

1st) úbtain the quarterly trend series, " A 
from y, x, 

(see (1.6»: 

[~J 
-1 -o -\ -1 

A 
O A B x A B 

(2.1) 

Y J 
= 

B' O B I O X 

L Ax 

where Ay' Ax are the two vectors ('Ixl) of Lagrange 

multipliers associated with the respective problems of 

conditional minimization. 

2nd) Fit the same annual regression 

( 2 • 2) 

3rd) Calculate the final quarterly series, y, from 

the first 4T equations of the system: 

( 2 • 3) 
r ~ 1 = 

J 

r" .., 
y 

Ay 

,.. 
+ b 

In the first stage, Ginsburg only considers the 

minimization criterion of B-F-L with first differences -see 

(1.2) - and not t.he second ones, that is, in (2.1), A=D'D 

with D defined in (1.3). The regression fitted in the secona 

step suffers from the same problems commented on in the 

previous method. Nevertheless, with sorne manipulation, the 

final solution (2.3) can be expressed in a Clifferent, more 

interesting way. 
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By prernultiplying (2.3) by [A BJ ana using (2.1): 
B I O 

[ 
A ~l 

_ B' oJ 

ana, given that B'x = X, we finally have: 

1- I 

1:' :f 
r" 1 I 

I Y i b 

:XJ ( 2 • 4 ) 

I 
= 

1J i 
L L L 

As \ve will see later, this 

solution to the problern of rninirnizing: 

( 2 • 5) 

unaer the usual surn constraint 

¿ 
j 

" 

express ion is the 

which, in the particular case of b = 1, is reduced to the 

conaitional rninirnization of: 

( 2. 6) ¿ ¿ 

t J 

As a resul t, the Ginsburg rnethod rnakes i t possible 

to obtain a series whose interquarterly incrernents rninirnize 

the surn of the quadratic aifferences with respect to the 

interquarterly incrernents of the indicator. 
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In these terms the interpretation of the method is 

totally clear. Given that this has been a particular case, 

for the timebeing we will not appraise this method, since 

i ts mer i t will become more evident when we analyze more 

general ones. 

3. Methods of temporal disaggregation with indicators 

This section provides a detailed presentation of 

var ious methods that incorporate the information of one or 

more indicators from the initial stages of their 

development. The first of these methods is due to V. L. 

Bassie. Among those methods based on an a pr ior i set of 

conditions imposed on an obtainable result, V. L. Bassie's 

method is the most elaborate. The length of its presentation 

here is justified by the importance of i ts use in var ious 

countries -see the OECD report (1979); it was also employed 

in an earlier estimation of the Spanish quarterly national 

accounts published by the Bank of Spain (1975). The second 

method, that of F. T. Denton, is also the most complete 

among those based on a quadratic minimization of an 

objective criterion. Last of all, we will summarize the 

method of Chow and Lin, whose theoretical properties will be 

used to draw attention to the importance of Denton's 

approach and to enhance its interpretation. 
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3.1. Method of Bassie 

In his ini tial presentat ion, Bass ie (1958) proposed 

his method to temporally disaggregate a magnitude by using 

the information of an inaicator. ~evertheless, in the 

absence of indicators, his method is perfectly usable. 

In general, there will be sorne aiscrepancy between 

the value taken by the inéticator of a 9 i ven year and the 

corresponding annual data, which we will represent by Kt' 

For example, the sum of four quarterly flows contained in 

the indicator is less than the annual data, since the 

indicator 
data(*). 

represents a partial 

In the par t icular case 

coverage 

in which 

of 

this 

the annual 

discrepancy 

will be nule for every t, the quarterly series to be 

obtained will obviously be the indlcator itself. Another 

special situation is étefined by the total absence of 

information; here Kt would coincide with the annual 

magnitude from which quarterly 6ata is to be constructed. As 

a result, the problem posed by Bassie of constructing 

quarterly data from an annual series with an indicator can 

be expressed as the need to construct quarterly data for the 

Kt discrepancy without using an indicator. And, given that 

no limi tations have been placed on the value of Kt , the 

Bassie method can obviously be used to construct quarterly 

data from annual magnitudes, whether or not the information 

contained in an indicator is used. 

(*) We will later give a more precise definition of Kt, 
since such a definition is not necessary at the momento 
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One of the objectives of this method is to ensure 

that any new annual data added to a series for which 

guarterly data has previously been constructed will nave a 

minimal effect on the data already obtained. This criterion 

presents undeniable practical advantages, but it may be far 

from optimum, tor there is no reason to systematieal1y 

rejeet that the new annual data eontain relevant information 

that should be ineorporated in the quarters of several 

previous years. 

In oroer to respect this criterion of minimal 

reviews of the past, 

SUCCeE3S:L VE.~ fittin9s to 

the 

two 

metbod operates by 

consecutive years. 

making 

After 

completing one oí: these fittings, or steps, letls say on 

years t and. t+-l? the process IrIS clgairl starting" the 

beginning oí t+l, with a new step fitted to t+l and t+2. In 

other words, eaeh year is dealt with twice: first of all, as 

the second year of a step and later ¡ as the first year ot 

the following step. In this ~aYr the final quarterly profile 

of each year- will exclusively be tbe result of the net 

effect of two steps, and the addition of new annual data to 

a series ending in 'l' will not affect the quarters of year 

T-l or the previous ones. 

In eaeh of these steps appliea to two years, the 

fitting is carried out by applying tour basie criteria, 

which can be summarized as follows: 

1. F'or the first year of each fitting, no 

modification is made to correet tbe total annual diserepaney 

K J.. +- • 
1..-

2. For the second year, the total el i screpaney of 

year K 1 is distributed among four quarters. t+..L 
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3. To avoid breaks in the steps from one year to 

the next, the correction applied at the beginning of the 

first year will be nule. 

4. Since the information contained in the data of 

the following years is not incorporated at the end of the 

second year, i t will not be known how the trend of the 

discrepancy will evolve. 'l'he method 

assumption that this trend will stop at 

second year. In other words, the curve 

correction will tend to be hor izontal at 

second year. 

introduces 

the end of 

expressing 

the ene of 

the 

the 

the 

the 

This fourth condition clearly reflects the price to 

be paid in order to maintain the criterion of minimal review 

of previous data. If a larger horizon of information were 

incorporated, in general, it would be possible to better 

detect the trend of the discrepancy. 'l'he operative system 

described, centered exclusively on two years, would be 

optimum only in those cases in which using more annual data, 

does not incorporate relevant information for an improved 

definition of the trend. 

The four afore mentioned conditions can be 

formalized almost identically to the way Bassie himself 

presented them(*). 

(*) The nature of the problem facing Bassie made him define 
an integral on a three-year period, thus leading him to 
different resul ts than those found here. Otherwise, the 
method drawn up here is perfectly in keeping with his 
earlier-cited work. 



Kt in 

quarter 

Let K. be 
J 

order to 

j , and let 

K. = f(t) 
J 
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the factor to be applied to discrepancy 

obtain the part of Kt imputable to 

K. be expressed in function of time: 
J 

If the beginning of the first year is situated at 

the origin of time and the unit interval covers ayear, the 

four conditions cited could be represented as: 

(3.1) J~f(t) dt = O 

(3.2) J tf (t) dt = K 

(3.3) f (O) = O 

(3.4) df (2) = O dt 

The simplest time function enabling the unique 

solution of system (3.1) - (3.4) is 

(3.5) f(t) = a + bt + ct 2 + dt 3 

Given this definition of f(t), the previous system is 

reduced to: 

(3.6) + 
b +~ +~ O a -2- = 3 4 

( 3 • 7) + 
3b +~+ 15d K a -2- = 

3 4 

(3. 8) a = O 

(3.9) b + 4c + 12d = O 
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The solu t ion of the Íou r equa tions system (3.6) 

(3.9) leads ta the values of the parameters of (3.5): 

(3.10) K. _. f(t)- (-l.l25t+2.15625t 2 -0.625t 3 )K 
J 

By dividing the ~revious expression by K, we obtain 

the eorreetion of eaeh quarter of the twa years ineluded in 

the step, which we will represent by f . : 
J 

(3.11) f. = K·/K 
J J 

(j .- 1, ... (8) 

The numerical value oí eaen f. is obtained b".v ] , 
solving tbe aeí.lned integrals for each quarter. Given that 

the unit interval ln (3.1) a.no (3.2) \rJas representeCl a 

year¡ -Che amplitude of eaeh gU21rt~:::~r wil1 l)e 

in the first quarter, in the second f etc$ We 

can verify ttlat the solution of the eight integrals takes 

the values includea in Table l. 

Since the weights are expressed in relative 

tenos, t neea cnJ.}" be mul t lp.l. ied by eacll Kt to obtain 

the values oi each quarter of years t-l and t, whieh will be 

obtained when the methods is fitte<) to each pair of years. 

The total oi these weights lS zero in the tirst year and one 

in the secona; as a result oí conaitions (3.1) anc! (3.2). 

Consequen tly ¡ we can see tha t i f Kt i s tela t i ve ly con s tant 

in time, the re::oulting net effect of the two steps applieC! 

to each year • "1 ., 
W J. -'.. L induce a seasonal behavior In the 

quarterly series. ~lÍe \Vill return to t-his subject later, at 

which time, tor il1usttative purposes, a comparison ,;ill be 

drawn between the results of alternative methods. 
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'l'ABLE 1 

Va1ue of quarterly constants fj 

1st year 

1st quarter ... -0.0245362 

2nd quarter ... -0.0360107 

3th quarter ... -0.0020752 

4th quarter ... 

L TotaL ..•.. 

2nd yearJ 
+0.1434326 

+O.22570i30 

+0.2947998 

+0.3360596 

1.0000000 

1 

¡ 

Before looking at the operative system of the 

Bassie method in detail, the K discrepancy must be 

accurate1y defined. '1'0 this end, two a1ternative criteria 

can be followed, which we wi11 term, respectively, 

"additive" and "mu1tip1icative". In the additive case, Kt 

will express tbe dífference exístíng in year t between the 

magnítude for which quarterly data is to be constructed and 

the sum'*) of the tour quarters of the indicator, which 

is, of course, expressed in the sarne unit of rneasurement. In 

the multiplicative case, the discrepancy is the disparíty 

existing between the interannual rate of var iatíon of the 

annual magnítude and the average rate of ínterannual 

variation of the indicator(**). 

(*) rf the magnitud for which quarterly data is derived 
were not a flow, but a deflator, the average, not the 
surn, would be the quantity needed to calculate the 
difference. This rneans that in this case the integral 
(3.2) mus t be equal to 4K, thus, the values of the 
pararneters b, e ano d included in (3.10) are rnultiplied 
by 4. ConsequentlYr the values of fj presented in 
Table 1 would also be rnultiplied by 4. 

(**) with the rnultiplicative criterion, should quarterly 
data be constructed for a flow as well as for a 
deflator, the fj weights will be those given in 'I'able 

1 rnultiplied by 4. 
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More forrnally, if Yt is the annual flow to 

be dissagregated, Xtj(j~1, ... ,4) the value of the 

indicator of quarter j of the sarne year t, and x t the 

average of the indicator in year t, then the initial 

definition(*) of Kt is, in each case, the following: 

a) additive fitting: 

(3.12) 

b) rnultiplicative fitting: 

(3.13) 
Yt/Y t - l 

- 1 

The irnplications of each criterion will be clearly 

shown by exarnining in detail the operative systern of the 

method. The exposition will be lirnitea to one specific case 

that illustrates, without any loss of generality, the 

mechanism of each step. 'l'hus, Tables 2 and 3 will play a 

central role, since the text that tollows is fully based on 

thern. 

We will begin with Table 2, which covers the 

generation of quarter ly data from an annual flow, Yt • The 

information contained in series Xtj was used and the 

multiplicative criterion adopted. Both series, as well as 

their interannual rates of variation, appear in colurnns 1 

through 4. The rnethod begins by applying a transforrnation to 

the indicator, such that the sum of the first year coincides 

with the corresponding annual data. Treatment of this first 

year -and, as we will later see, also treatrnent of the last 

(*) Later we will see that Kt is, 
calculated on transformations of Xtj. 

in fact, always 



'::erivation of 211~=-t_:!_~L~~_t~ __ of_.~~_ual f~5'wYtv,-~_th c;uarterly. if1:1~cato:"':~j._(t=yca_::; .. j:S!~_axt<:rs) 

Multiplieative Fitting 

'l'able 2 

r---,------r-----r----~------;_------r_----_r------r_----_.------._--..--

InteE Quar- Annual Indica- Annual Annüc.J. JI.nnual Quar-" Quur-
A 1 annlla] terlv sures anú tar sums Dassie' sums Bassie sums BasGie. terly terly 

Year g~~: rate of indi: rate of matchin( precedin K1 [TEr 1 pre~ec~ing K2 S'l'EP 2 preccdinc K3 STFP 3 series se~ies 
varla- cator varia- annual eolumn "eo.LumT) "column ,. " v.lth 
tjon' {;1 2 3 adjusted 

Y t . X tj tlOn SUWS 'tj Ytj Ytj Ytj sum 

I 2 3 4 5 ~~~ 6 7 8 (hl 9 O 11 (el 12 13 14 (el 1<; (el 1(; (f) 

1 25,00 21,74 '1 ~ 21,99 21,99 22,0 

27,50 23,91 ::i 14,32 24,32 24,3 
100 - 30,00 115,0 26,09 100,00 l, 26,11 26,11 26,2 

- M 
32,50 28,26 '27,42 27,42 27,5 

----- -- --- --- --- --- o --- --_ -CT- ________________ ___ .~ 

o M 
o rol \.tI-

2 3 3 , 75 29 , 35 ;:; ~ 27 , 35 o 2 7 , 19 27 ,19 I 2 7 , 3 

36,25 31,52 ;;:;- "': 2"8,16 ~ 27,91' 27,91 I 28,0 
115 15,0 37,50 150,0 32,61 130,44 ::i g 28,06 114,65 i 2R,04 28,04 I 28,1 

30,44 1 M ~ I 
42,50 36,96 :.f' 31,08 tI)'; 31,56' 31,56 31,e 

- - - - - - - - - -.. - - - - - - - - - ../ - - - - - - - - - - - :::1::i - - - - - -, -,::: - - - - - - - - - --
3 42'5~ ._ ..... ___ .. _______ ~d_._) ___ . ______ 31,08 :- ~ 32,.17 g 32,14 32,14 32,2! 

45,0 32,91 M - 34,72' 11 34,68 34,68 34,8 
144 25,2 47 ,5 185,0 3.4,73 135,28 ~ 37,24 143 ,70 -: 37,24 37,24 37,3 

23,33 ,11 _Q o 
50,0 ,36,56 ~N 3_,57 r-: 39,66 39,66 39,7 

------ ------ --- ----------- --- ---) ---- --- '" M --- --- ----

4 :~: ~~ ---... _ .. -.---.-_ .. --... ---- .. -_.--- -- (~- _o. - --- --- -----.. --.--- t:~::~ ~ g :~::~ :~::~ :~:: 
180 25,0 225,0 178,07 M ,; 

55,0 43,53 r-- 43,98 43,98 44,1 
21,62 M I 

62,50 49,46 '50,04 50,04 i 50,1 
I ~M 

* (a) X tj 

"1 
(b) Ytj 

~i 
(e) Ytj 

(Yt/~Xt~) Xtj 

J * 
(fjK 1+1 )Xtj 

"i-l 
(f _K _+l)YtJ, 

J 1 

(d) "1 
(Y t ,4/Xt,4' x(t+1)j 

(e) Ytj =l st year of ;!j for 

nu "T-l 
'" 2 year of y tjfor 

(f) (Yt/~Ytj) Ytj 

(j 1, ... ,4; tI, ... , T). 

(f j = quarterly constants. See text). 

(i 2,3, •.. ,T-1) 

(i 1,2, ..• ,T-1) 

t l, ... ,T-l (i 1,2, •.. T-l) 

t T 

N 
lJl 
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year- differs from the rest 

Bassie step, and not two, 

equality of sums, the 

of the ser ies, since only one 

is applied. To achieve this 

difference between them is 

proportionally distributed between X tj ' as is indicated in 

note a. The calculation of first discrepancy Kl is shown 

in col. 7, in which expression (3.13) is simply applied to 

these data. The first Bassie step, col. 8, distributes 

discrepancy Kl by quarters, using the fj weights. This 

quarterly distribution of the discrepancy is affected by the 

level of the indicator which multiplicatively weighs i t in 

accordance with its importance at each momento This weighed 

distr ibution of the quarterly discrepancy is added to the 

indicator, thus giving us "step 1" in col. 8, as is 

indicated in note b. 

Before beginning with step 2, applied to years 2 

and 3, the scale of the indicator is transformed wi th the 

cr i ter ion set forth in note a: the difference observed in 

the last quarter fitted -the 4th quarter of year 2- between 

the original indicator and the value obtained by the Bassie 

method is distributed in proportion to the values of the 3rd 

year indicator. In this way, a break is avoided between the 

provisional results of step 1 and the initial values of the 

indicator. K2 is calculated as was Kl , and step 2 is 

executed with the same criterion commented on in step 1 and 

expressed in note c. 

Here we see that the first half of the results 

obtained in step 2 modify the provisional estimation 

available tor the same year and obtained from the second 

half of step 1. 

From this point on, the process followed in each 

step is the same. Logically, only one step is involved in 
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the last year, and the results obtained eannot be considered 

final. We should also observe tha t the reet i f iea tion the 

quarterly data of year T will be subjeet to is a funetion ot 

the diserepaney found between the annual data and the 

indicator in 1'+1. 

í'lli th the exeeption of the last year, as lS 

indicated in note e, the resulting quarterly series for the 

entire sample useó, col. 15, is simply the tirst half of 

each step. The final results are those of column 16, in 

which the results of the preeeding column have been slightly 

adjusted so that the sum oí the quarters of eaeh year would 

match the eorresponding 

multiplicative criterion 

annual 

followed 

data, 

to 

since 

define 

discrepancies cannot fuI respect this condition. 

the 

K 
t 

Table 3 presents the same numeric example and 

details seen in the preceding table, but here an additive 

fitting criterion has been aaopted. 

Apart from the K, ealculat ion I 
t 

obviously, the 

operative differences between this case and the last one are: 

a) The first fitting of the indicator designed to 

respect the annlJal sum, col. 5, is carried out linearly ano 

not proportionally to the value of X tj . See note a of both 

tables. 

Lj) The 

depends on the 

indicator levels. 

distribution discrepancies 

f , constants, and is unaffected 
J 

See notes b ano e of both tables. 

only 

by 

e) The change in the indicator scale implemented to 

avoia a break with preceding steps (note d) is linear and 

not proportional to x~~. 
L..J 



TabIe 3 

DeLivation of quarterIy data of ann'lal flow Yt wHh quarterly incic~tor X tj (t~y~~lJ:.s.:..j"'CI~ar~ers) 
Add~tive fitting 

Inter- Quar- . I\nnual Indica- Annual 1 Bassie 
lI.nnual 

Annual annual terly sums tor SUlLlS SUES 
Year Data rate o indica and x:ate matching precedirg K1 S'.l'EP 1 preceeJ.ng 

varia- tor varia- annual eoluIT n '" eolumn 
tion tion - 1 Yt Xtj sums Ytj 

X~f 1 2 J 4 5 1" 6 17 8 (h\ 9 

1 25,00 21,25 -" 21,74 
27,50 23,75 I 24,47 

100 - 30,00 115,0 26,25 I~ o 26,29 
N 

32,50 - 28,75 I 
27,50 

" - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1/1 - - - - - -
M 

2 33,75 30,00 .-l 27,13 I 
1/1 

36,25 32,50 M 27,99 
M 115 15,0 

37,50 
150,0 

33,75 135,0 
27,85 11 

30,44 
42,50 38,75 M 32,03 :x: 

- - - ------ - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - ft - - -
3 

42'SO} (d) 32,03 ,... 
45,00 34,53 

144 25,2 185,0 14 3,12 47,50 37,03 
23,33 39,53 50,00 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -) 

4 
52, 50 J (d) 

... 
55,00 

180 25,0 225,0 55,00 
21,62 62,50 

* 1 (a) Xtj Xtj + ~ (Yt-i:Xtj) 
J 

(j 1, ... ,4; t 1, ... ,T). 

* Al 
(b) Ytj fjKl + Xtj (fj=quarterl y eonstants. fee text). 

Ai 
(e) y tj 

Ai-1 
fjKi + Ytj 

Ai 
(d) Yt ,4 - x t ,4 + x(t+1)j 

... 
(e) Ytj 1~t year af 

pd year of 

Ai 
Y tj for 
A T-1 
y tj for 

(i 2,3, ... ,T-1) 

(1 1,2, ... ,1'-1) 

t 1, ... ,T-1 (1 1,2, ... T-l) 

t T 

(f) Unneeessary. Co1umn 15 r~spects the annual sums. 

Annual '}uar-
Bassip. sums Bassie terly 

K2 STEF 2 precedinn K3 STfP 3 series 
"- eoluInn " A 

2 3 
Ytj Ytj Ytj 

10 11 (el h;i 13 14 (el 15 (A I 

21,74 

24,47 

26,29 

27,50 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
ro - 27, 1Í 27,11 
00 

27,01 27,01 
11 27,85 27,85 

N 
M , 32,09 32,09 
M - - - - - - - - - - - -"<l' - - -, 
.-l 

32,27 I 32,16 M -32,21' 
"<l' M 

'" - 34,89 34,89 .-l 34,73 
'" I 

37,30 11 37,29 37,30 
11 

N 39,83 39,56 39,56 :x: M 
M - _. - - - - - - - - - - -... 

[ 42,33 ro 41,71 41,71 .-l 
I 

44,83 o 43,86 43,86 
00 

44,83 184,31 .-l 43,56 43,56 
11 

50,88 52,33 
!") 

50,88 

/ :x: 
-

Quar-
terly 
series 
with 

3djustE-<] 
sum 

le; (fl 

- - --

- - --

- - --

! 

N 
00 
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Here the fitting of col. 16 is unnecessary whenever 

the quarterly data of col. 15 already respect the 

corresponding annual totals. 

In short, with the multiplicative fitting the 

indicator is a1ways invo1ved in the quarterly distribution 

of Kt discrepancies, whereas with the additive fitting, 

the indicator plays no role at all. 

The imp1ication of this difference is important and 

can be exemplified by constructing quarterly data from an 

annua1 f10w using a quarterly series as an indicator. Such a 

ser ies contains a part of the aggregate included in the 

annual ser ies, that is, i t represents the same phenomenon, 

but with partial coverage. Two quarterly series are obtained 

from the same data: in the first, an additive criterion is 

Eollowed, in the second, a multiplicative criterion. 

The results obtained in each case are represented 

in figures 1 and 2, respectively. These figures also include 

the common indicator oE both fittings, as well as the 

difference -denoted as the "remainder" in the figures

between each quarterly series and the common indicator. 

We can see how the remainder of the additive 

fitting -figure 1- presents a profile that is adapted to the 

trend of the annual data -which is also qui te similar to 

that of the indicator represented in the graph- but that is 

not fitted to the quarterly variation of the indicator. On 

the other hand, the remainder of the multiplicative fitting 

-figure 2- is indeed adapted to the quarterly fluctuations 

of the ind ica tor. The resul t is that the se r ies subj ect to 

an additive criterion shows a profile resembling that of the 
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indicator, while with the rnultiplicative criterion, the 

quarterly variations of the indicator are accentuated in 

order to better respect the rates of variation, smoothed in 

the previous case. 

The choice between the two alternative criteria 

must be based on a previous decision as to whether the part 

of the annual data not covered by the indicator shoulá be 

distributed throughout the year with the same profile as the 

indicator or independently of the same. Obviously, the first 

case will require the multiplicative criterion, the secona, 

the additive criterion. 

In 

interesting 

fitting are 

support 

to note 

the same 

of 

that 

, ]..., . 
tlllS 

the 

last statement, 

results of this 

it is 

additive 

as those obtained when the problem i5 

tackled by imposing a priori the inaependence of the 

remainders with respect to the indicator. That is, by 

deriving quarterly data without an indicator for a new 
* annual series Yt , constructed as 

and by adding the series X tj to the result, we obtain with 

precision the resulting quarterly series of the additive 

option of the method with the Yt and Xtj series. 

Lastly, we can suggest a proper way of handling the 

last year of the series to which, as we stated earlier, and 

as is the case of the first year, only one step of the two 

that determine the quarterly profile of any intermediate 

year is applied. This means that the four last quarters of a 

series may be rnodified considerably when a new annual data 
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is added. The importance of this modification will depend on 

the magni tude of the discrepancy presented by the data of 

T+l. 

So as to reduce the scope of the revisions of the 

last year, we can add a prediction of an annual data and of 

four quarterly data of the indicator to the end of the 

series, allow the program to operate on T+l years, and 

eliminate the T+l of the resulting quarterly series. If the 

prediction of the values of T+l is "reasonable", the 

quarters of T will only be marginally modified when the true 

data of year T+l will be included. 

The prediction problem posed is -relatively simple, 

since the interannual profile of the indicator in T+l does 

not exercise any influence on the derivation of the 

quarterly data of T. It is only the average rate of the 

interannual variation of the indicator -or, simply, its 

absolute increment in the case of an additive fitting- that 

is involved in calculating the K discrepancy. As a result, 

the only necessary prediction, as far as the quarterly ,data 

of year T is concerned, is limited to obtaining annual data 

from which quarterly data is der i ved and the value, also 

annual, of the indicator, all of which is tantamount to 

simply predicting the K discrepancy. 

In general, although the Bassie method presents 

sorne difficulties, later to be illustrated, it does lead to 

quarterly series that closely reflect the indicator used. 
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3.2. Method of Denton 

The rnethod proposed by F. '1'. Denton (1971) is the 

rnost general arnong those based on a quadratic rninirnization 

criterion, since both those of B-F-L and Ginburg, as we wi11 

see, are specia1 cases of the forrner. Moreover, in sorne 

cases, Denton's resu1ts are preferab1e to those derived from 

the previous Bassie rnethod. We wi11 see in the fo11owing 

section that a1though the point of departure of this rnethod 

is a pure1y rnathernatic criterion, it can be reinterpreted to 

ernphasize the statistica1 significance of the solution, 

which shows quite desirab1e properties that cannot be 

established for previous rnethods. Thus, this rnethod can be 

considereó the rnost appropriate one for tacking the prob1ern 

of generating quarter1y data. 

account 

a1so be 

As in the Bassie case, this rnethod takes into 

the existence of an indicator, even though i t rnust 

suitable for deriving the quarter1y data frorn an 

annua1 series without an indicator. 

The estirnation of the quarter1y series is based on 

the quadratic rninirnization of an objective. By using the 

sarne previous notation, the prob1ern forrna11y consists in 

rninirnizing. 

(3.14) (y-x) 'A (y-x) 

under the T constraints 

(3.15) B'y = y 
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where B is the matrix defined in (1.4) and A is a 41' x 41' 

symmetric rnatrix tbat varíes with the objective functíon. 

For examp1e, if we wish to minimize the quaaratic 

differences between the series to be estimatea and the 

indicator, that is, 

l' 4 
2 

1 ¿ (Ytj-xtj ) 
t=l j=l 

A wi11 be the unit matríx. In order to minímíze the 

quadratic dífferences of the ínterquarter1y increments of 

both series, i.e., 

¿ 1 (Ly tj -l:.x tj ) 2 
t j 

A = DID, and Denton aefines O as a 41' x 41' matrix: 

( 3 • 16) 0= 

1 
-1 

O 

O 

O 
1 

-1 

O 
O 
1 

O 
O 
O 

~ . . . . . . . . . .. -1 

O 
O 
O 

1 

which we wí11 return to latero We wi11 see other ínteresting 

objective crítería. 

The solutíon of the (3.14) 

obtained from the Lagrangean: 

* * (3.17) L(y, le) = (y-x) 'A(y-x) - le I (Y-B'y) 

* 

(3.15) system ís 

where le ís the vector oi the Lagrangean multipliers 

assocíated wíth the l' restríctíons. 
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The first-order conditions are: 

aL 
ay 

aL 
a A*' 

* = 2A(y-x) + BA 

= Y-B'y = o 

= o 

By representing the vector of annual discrepancies 

between the two series by r, with r = Y-B'x, and making 

A = A*/2, the previous system can be written as: 

,.., 
where O, 1 are TxT, and O is 4TxT. 

Given that 

(3.18) reduces to (2.4) when A = D'D, thus confirming that 
" the Ginsburg method with b = 1 is a special case of Denton. 

On the other hand, in the absence of the indicator, 

x = O and (3.18) reduces to (1. 6). Consequently, B-F-L i s 

also a special case of Denton(*), which becomes obvious 

(*) Actually, in order to go from (3.18) to (1.6) we need 
only make x=k, where k is any constant: if the matr ix 
elernents of the partitioned inve~se containing both 
expressions are represented by Al] (ij=1,2), we can 
see that the quarterly series derived from (1.6) and 
(3.18) -say, Yl ano Y2- are, respectively, Yl = 
A12y and Y2 = All Ax+A12y. So that Yl = Y2' 
regardless of what Y may be, All Ax = O is a necessary 
condition. One sufficient condition for this last 
equali ty, if x is a constant different from zero, is 
that the sum of the elements in the rows of AIIA be 
zero. Although its analytical demonstration is complex, 
the AIIA matrix satisfies this condition. 
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when comparing the respective objective functions (1.2b) and 

(3.14) and defining D similarly in both cases, since A = D'D. 

The (3.18) system is the gene r al form tha t adopts 

the solution to the problem posed, provided that the 

objective function is expressed in terms of quadratic 

differences between any aegrees of differentiation of the 

series y, x, in other words, when we are conditionally 

minimizing 

(3.19) ¿ 
t 

h ~2 
¿ rll (Yt,-xt,}J ,- J J 
J 

where lI h is the operator of 

that lI h = (l-L}h, with Lhx. 
1 

(h = O,1,2, ••• ) 

differences of 

= x. h' 1-

h order, such 

The differences of the h order can be obtained with 

successive h applications of matrix D as defined in (3.16). 

For example, for h = 2, DD(y-x), such that A = D'D'DD. This 

is possible because D, according to (3.16) is a square 

matrix. This fact allowed Denton to suggest a computational 

system for (3.18) that considerably reduces computer time, 

since i t only requires the inversion of a 'J:xT, and not a 

4Tx4T, matrix. The cost of this simplification is, however, 

quite high: by defining D as the (3.16) square matrix, the 

initial condition Yt=X t is established for t=l, i.e., 

the minimization criterion imposed on the initial quarter is 

substantially different from the rest of the series. It is 

therefore preferable to adopt the def ini tion of D 9 i ven in 

(1.3) as B-F-L and, later, P.A. Cholette (1979) have done. 

Although the latter only considerg the aifferences of the 

first order, while second differences are taken up in this 

paper, a similar criterion will be followed without placing 

any initial conditions. With this, for h = 2, A = D2'D2, 

where D2 is the (4T-2}x4T matrix, defined by: 



(3.20) D2 = 

1 -2 1 
O 1 -2 

o o o 
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o 
1 

o 

o 
O 

o 
O 

1 -2 

o 
O 

1 

h 
and, the ma tr ix assoc ia tea wi th /':, for h ~ 3, would have to 

be defined similarly. In this paper, however, we will not 

consider order differentiations greater than two. 

'The substitution of Denton' s D ano DD matrixes by 

those definea in (1.3) and (3.20), respectively, bear 

considerable practical importance, as will be seen later in 

a simple example. 

Another possible family of objective criteria must 

be introduced, centered on relative, and not absolute, 

differences. Its most general formulation, carried out in a 

manner similar to that of (3.19), is 

; [~h Yt'-X t , r (3.21) L: J J 
t Xtj 

which, in matrix notation, translates into the Langrangean 

* X- l AX-l(y-x) (3.22) L(y,;" ) = (y-x) , 

where X is a diagonal matrix formed by the elements of the x 

indicator, and for h = 0,1,2, respectively, A = 1, A = D'D 

with D as defined in (1.3) and A = D2'D2. 
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The solution of (3.22) 1eads to 

l r- -1 
Y X AX 

= 
.\ B' 

-1 -1 
B 

O 

L 

-1 -1 
AX 

B' 

o 

1 

whose parallelism witb (3.18) is eviaent. 

'1'0 underline tbe basic difference between 

minimizing abso1ute or relative differences -whatever the 

order of differentiation, h, may be-, systems (3.18) and 

(3.23) can be solved for y by inverting by blocks the first 

partitioned matrix of both solutions(*). 

By representing the elements of the inverse oi the 

complete matrix 
. -' (* * \ 

(3.18) by f'lJ·j (i,'i = 1,2) f we bave J: 

f and 

thus, in the case of minimi z ing abso1u te di f fe rences, the 

estimated quarterly series takes the form: 

(3.24) 
-1 . -1 -1 

Y = x + A B(B'A B) r 

(*) This exercise makes it neeessary to consider that O is 
defined as in (3.16), since, under (1.3) f A = D'O has 
rank 4T-l and A-1 does not existo As far as tbe 
solution to (3.18) or (3.23) are coneerned, no problems 
arise, regaruless oi the aefinition of 0 , since the 
complete matr ix of which A forms part can indeed be 
inverted. Consequently, tbe implicit adoption of (3.16) 
is only necessary to the illustration pursued at this 
point. 

(**) See I for example, Goldberger, Econometr ie 'l'heory, page 

27. 
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and, operating in a similar fashion on (3.23), we can see 

that in the case of relative differences the solution is: 

(3.25) 

The interpretation of both expressions is 

immediate: the quarterly series is equal to the indicator 

plus a part of the discrepancies, r, existing each year 

between the annual series ano the indicator. The 

distribution of the Txl vector, r, between the 4'1' quarters 

is carried out according to the weights assigned by the 

matr ix expression that multiplies r. In the case of (3.24) f 

these weights are independent of the inaicator, since they 

only depend on B ano on the degree of oifferentiation 

includea in tLe objective function, that is, on A. On tbe 

contrary, in (3.25), the distribution or aiscrepancies is 

also done according to indicator x. 

In this way, we can see tbétt in order to relate 

this method with that of Bassie's, "absolute differences" in 

the objective function can be associated with the "additive 

criterion" in Bassiels l\1ethod, and " re l a tive differences" 

with the "multiplicative criterion". 

Thus, henceforth we will qualify solution (3.24) as 

the Denton additive and (3.25) as the Denton multiplicative. 

The reasons for opting between one or another alternative 

will be the same as those pointed out in the Bassie method. 

Of course as also occurred in the Bassie additive, 

(3.24) guaranties that the series for which data are derived 

is simply the indicator plus the quarterly data 



obtained 

of very 

absolute 

see that 

(3.26) 
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without an ind1cator 

little real interest, 

quadratic oifferences 

(3.24) reduces 

1 

4 

to 

trorn Y - I XtjO 
J 

for exarnp1e, 

are rninirnized, 

In the case 

ln which the 

we can easily 

In the tollowing section, with the presentation of 

a new method, we will return to other aspects that better 

clarify the properties of tbe Denton wetbod. Before this, 

however, we shoulo show sorne results that jusfify sorne 

previous staternents. 

We ha ve ernphasized the irnportance of substituting 

the matrixes of differentiation used by úenton based on 

(3.16) by those defined in (1.3) ano (3.20), due to the 

different treatrnent given to the initia1 observations of the 

quarterly series. In order to i1lustrate this point, data 

was oerived from the sarne annual series used by Denton 1n 

his work. For our purposes here, it is preferab1e not to use 

any inoicator. 

The annua1 series, with five observations, evo1ves 

smooth1y, taking the values of 500, 400, 300, 400, 500. l'he 

quarterly data ha ve been derived by rninimizing the first ano 

second differences. In each case, the Denton rnatrixes ano 

those proposed here are used. The resu1 ts are presented in 

Figures 3 ano 4, which cover, respectively, the two ser ies 

obtained under the first and 

cases, the series derived 

-represented with a thick 

secono 

from 

line-

differences. In both 

the Denton rnatrixes 

introduce a strong 

distortion at the beginning of the series, while the 

alternative series -represented with thin lines- shows a 
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smooth evolution, closely reflecting that of the aonual 

data. The discrepancies between both logically tena to 

reduce with time, although this occurs much more rapidly in 

the case of the first differences. 

An important 

choice of the degree 

point po sed by this method is the 

of differentiation of the objective 

funct ion. The s imple case of not tak ing any di ffe rences i s 

clearly oi less interest, since, when the annual series 

shows discontinuity in its evolution, more sudden jumps 

occur io the steps from one year to the next. As a result, 

the choice is presented between the first and second 

differences. 

results 

In the 

obtained 

non-indicator 

with and 

case, 
2 for 

we can 

sorne 

explore 

series 

the 

that 

reflect the different patterns of evolution that frequently 

appear in economic ser ies. 

B-F-L do this by starting 

only three annual data: in 

As was stated in Section 1. 2, 

wi th two simple examples using 

the f i r st, they take an annual 

series with constant increments but of the opposite sign; in 

the second, they take a series that continually grows in a 

constant amount. To these two cases we will add a third 

exarnple, with a series that grows at a constant rateo 

Specifically, the three series 
1 are Yt = 400, 300, 400; 

3 Yt = 300, 360, 432. 

to 

= 
be disaggregated 

300, 400, 500; and 

The quarterly series obtained are presented in 

Figures 5, 6 and 7, respectively, and require virtually no 

cornment. In all cases the second differences lead to 

quarterly series with an evolution that is more consistent 

with the starting annual series. Given its importance, 
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FIGURE 5. 

OERIVATION OF QUARTERLY SERIES FROM ANNUAL SERIES 
(Yt = 400, 300, 400) WITH FIRST (FO) ANO SECONO (SO) OIFFERENCES 
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FIGURE 6. 

OERIVATION OF aUARTERL y SERIES FROM ANNUAL SERIES 
(Yt = 300, 400, SOO) WITH FIRST (FO) ANO SECONO (SO) OIFFERENCES 
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FIGURE 7. 

OERIVATION OF aUARTERLY SERIES FROM ANNUAL SERIES WITH 
A CONSTANT RATE OF VARIATION (Yt = 300, 360,432), 

USING FIRST (FD) ANO SECONO (SO) OIFFERENCES 
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perhaps we should mention the strong distortion introduced 

by the first differences in the derivation of quarterly data 

of a series that grows at a constant rate (Figure 7). Far 

from coming close to the regularity of the interannual rates 

of the original series, the interquarterly rates of 

variation show the profile represented in the lower part of 

the graph, sharply cont.rasting with the rates derived from 

applying second differences. 

The three aforementioned figures in sorne way 

s uggest an exagger a ted picture of the d if fe rence s ex ist ing 

between L, anó L, 2. 'I'his occurs because they contain only 

three years, and the discrepancies arise primarily ln the 

end years of the series. In longer series, the similarity 

two sets oi c:lata in tbe intermediate years 

ev ident than i t appear s here. AIl told f the 

three cases under study point tO\Alards the same conclusion, 

which could have a general nature: ii an indicator is not 

available, when quarter ly data is (¡er i ved wi th the Denton 

method i t i s adv i sable to take second di f ferences in the 

objective function. 

shown by the 

'\NOU Id be more 

When an indicator exists, this option is not clear. 

'l'he wide var iety of real si tuations found in applied wor k 

make it very difficult to adopt a merely illustrative 

approach, such as the one followed in the non-indicator 

case. We will let this issue hang for the mornent, and return 

to it after analyzing the rnethod proposed by Chow and Lin. 
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3.3 Método de Chow-Lin 

The last rnethod to be discussed in detail is that 

proposed by G. C. Chow and A. Lin (1971). In sorne ways, this 

rnethod is the rnost general of those analyzed up to now, 

although serious estirnation difficulties do arise. 

The approach of this rnethod enables 

treatrnent of three different problerns that 

(1962) had been interested in, narnely 

the unified 

M. Friedrnan 

those of 

interpolation, distribution and extrapolation. Chow-Lin 

surnrned thern up as follows: 9 iven the values that a ser ies 

takes at the beg inning of each year dur ing T years, and 

9 i ven the values of an i nd ica tor a t the beg inning of each 

quarter, the problern of interpolation consists in estirnating 

the observations of the rernaining 3T quarters. The problern 

of distr ibution is seen in the case of the quarter ly data 

der i vations that we are concerned wi th. And, lastly, the 

problern of extrapolation, associated wi th the two previous 

problerns, is that of estirnating quarterly data outside of 

the sarnple of T annual data by rnaking use of indicators for 

part of year T+l. All three problerns can be treated jointly 

in the context of a linear regression rnodel. 

The presentation of the rnethod is adapted to the 

general case of quarterly data. Chow and Lin describe it for 

the three problerns sirnultaneously in order to obtain rnonthly 

data frorn quarterly ones. Here we will lirnit ourselves to 

indicating at certain points how to rnove frorn one problern to 

another. This will enable the notation of the original 

article to be sirnplified considerably and to be fitted, with 

sorne slight variations, to that used in previous sections. 
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They ass u!r:e that the unknown quarterly 

observations, y, consistent wlth a known annual series, Y, 

are related lo quarterly indicators, p, in the following 

linear manner.: 

(3.27) ~T .- X S + u 

where y is 4'l'xl f 

observations of the 

X 

p 

is a 4Txp matrix farmed by the 

i nd i e a t o r s x. (i == 1 f ••• p), S i s a 
1 

pxl caefficients vector, and u is a random term 01 error 

with a mean of zero and covariance matrix V. In this 

regression model, X may include current or laggeo variables, 

and tbc' variables may be subject to any previous 

transformation, 3ueh as a logarlthmic one; tor example. 

Usin~! the al.ready known B matrlx -se¿ (1.4) -, the 

quar ter ly model (3.27) eou Id be expressed 1. n annual te rms 
( :1< \ 

as J ~ 

(3.28) y B'y 

(*) Everything that follows i8 applicable to the problem af 
interpalation by substituting B tar BI' with 

r -, 
! b O O I 
! O b O ! ¡ 
I 

:= ! where b == ,- -, O O 01 L.L .J B 
1 
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The protlem consists in estimating the vector y of 

4T quar ter ly 

y, let us 
4TXT(*} : 

observations. 
.... say y, will 

A linear, unbiased estimator of 

satisfy sorne matrix P of order 

(3.29) 
1\ 
Y = PY = P (B ' X 6 + B' u) • 

"-Since y is unbiased: 

(3.30) E(~-y) = E~(B'XS + B'u) - (X6 + u)] = (PB'X-X}6 = O 

which implies, for 6 f O, that: 

(3.31) PB'X = X. 

Moreover, us ing (3.31): 

(3.32) 
A. 
Y - Y = (PB'X6 + PB'u) - (X6 + u) = PB'u - u 

A 
from which we can determine that the covariance matrix of y 

is: 

(3.33) E(y_y)2 = E[(PB'U - u)(PB'u - u)'] 

= E (PB'uu'BP' - uu'BP' PB'uu' + uu') 

= PB'VBP' - VBP' - PB'V + V 

Lastly, the best linear unbiased estimator y will 

be that which minimizes the trace of (3.33) with respect to 

P, subject to the 4Txp matrix (3.31). 

(*) In order to incorporate the extrapolation case, the 
problem is presented in terms of estimating a vector z 
of m observations of the dependent variable, with 
4T~m<4T+4, whose first 4T components are the vector y, 
while the 4T+l to ro are the extrapolations. 
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The previous prob1em can be solved by forrning the 

Lagrangean: 

(3.34) L(P,A) = 1/2 tr[PB'VBP' - VBP' - PB'V + v] -

- tr ~\*'(PB'X-X)j 

where A* is a 4Txp matrix of Lagrange mu1tip1iers. ~he first 

-order conditions are: 

(3.35) ~ = PB'VB - VB - X'B = O ap 

(3.36) óL .. - = PB'X - X = O 
" ~ * OH 

where "'\, -- 1/2 A*. ~.'-'rU~T.n, ¡!,·~.-:¡5) d....' f" t • - ~_ ' ~ J we can eLerrnlne a lrs 

definition of P: 

P = (AX I B + VB) (B I VB) -1 

by substituting this expression in (3.36), we obtain the 

va1ue of A which, through its introduction into the previous 

first definition, 1eads to P rnatrix: 

(3.37) 

where: 

(3.38) 

As a resu1t, the optimurn (3.29) estirnator i5: 

"" -1 ............. Y = X S + VB(B'VB) B'u 

s = (X'B(B'VB) -lB ,X) -lX 'B(B ' VB) -ly 
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is the GLS estimator of the mOdel with annual data (3.28), 
/""... A 

and where B' u = Y-B I X S are the l' residuals estimated tor 

this modelo 

1'he (3.37) estimator automatically satisfies the 

condi tion that the sums of the quarter s equal the annual 

totals: 

A A -l~ 
B'y = B'XB+B'VB(B'VB) B'u = Y 

As 'tle can see, the (3.37) quarterly series 
A 

estimated breaks down into two parts: the first, Xp, applies 

the regression coefficients obtained by generalized least 

squares from annual data to the matrix of 41' observations on 

the p indicators. In the second, the t residuals of tbe 

annual regression are distributed among the quarterly data, 

accorolng to 

VB(B'VB)-l. 

tbe weights given by the 4TxT matrix 

At tbis point, we sbould open a parenthesis to 

mention that Pb. Nasse (1973) proposed a metbod based on two 

steps -used in France to obtain quarter1y Nationa1 Accounts

tbat c1ose1y ref1ect the method we are now discussing, even 

though it suffers from a 1ack of consistency and was 

criticized by J. Bourney and G. Laroque (1979). In 

synthesis, in the first part of the method, Nasse obtains 

the estimator S of the regression with annua1 data by using 

ordinary least squares, i. e. , by assuming that the 
2 covar iance matr ix of the annua1 res idua1s is 0 l. In the 

second stage, however the annual residuals are distr ibuted 

among the quarters according to a procedure equivalent to 

assume that they fol1ow a first or second order 

autoregressive distribution. Bournay and Laroque recommended 

that the rnethod used in France be modified. 1'heir proposa1 

is based primari1y on the contribution of Chow and Lin. 
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Returning to the rnethod of Chow and Lin, it is 

evident that the difficulty of i ts application lies in the 

fact that the weights rnatrix depend on the covariance 

rnatrix of the residuals of the theoreticals rnodel (3.27), V, 

which is unknown. lts estirnation rnust be based on sorne 

assurnptions on the distribution of the u t terrn of error. 

The sirnplest case consists in assurning that u t 
has the classical properties of constant variance and 

independence, with V = l. ~n this case, the quarterly series 

(3.37) reduces to 

(3.39) 1\ " 1 ........... 
Y = X S + -- Bu 4 

that is, to distribute each annual residual in four equal 

parts. Moving on to other more realistic and interesting 

specifications of V, Chow and Lin propose a rnethod to obtain 

consistent estirnators for generating rnonthly data frorn 

quarterly data when the residuals of the rnonthly rnodel 

follow a first-order autoregressive process. Extending this 

rnethod to the quarterly úata case is not obvious, and there 

exists the basic difficulty of knowing the distribution of 

the residuals of the theoretical quarterly modelo 

In spite of the estirnation difticulties, the rnethod 

proposed by Chow and Lin has the great theoretical advantage 

of leading to an estimator of the quarterly series with 

extrernely desirable properties, such as that of being the 

best linear unbiased estirnator one can f ind. Consequently, 

this rnethod can be taken as a point of reference on which to 

judge the relative merit of alternative rnethods. Frorn this 

point of view, it is 

rnethod in order to 

interpretation. 

interesting to return to Denton's 

give it a broader statistical 
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By comparing the Denton solution, (3.24) or (3.25), 

with that of Chow and Lin, (3.37), we can see that, in the 

particular case in which the X matrix reduces to only an 

indicator and !3 = 1, both solutions are identical if the 

covariance matrix, V, of Chow-Lin is made to be equal to the 

inverse of Denton's differenciation matrix, that is, A or 

XAX, according to the criterion aaopted. 

Actually, this similiarity surfaced ear1ier tor the 

special case in which V = A = l. The solution of each rnethod 

-see (3.26) and (3.39)- is the same, under 8 = 1 and by 

reducing X to x. 

At a more general level, by substituting the 

indicator x in Dentol1' s method with a linear combination of 

inaícators expressed by X ¡3, it lS possible to sbow the 

re1ation between both rnethods, as R. B. Fernández does 
( * \ ( 1978) '. Tb i s leads to the reformu1ation of the 

Lagrangean (3.17) in order to minimize it with respect to 

y, i3, ),*: 

(3.40) L(y,i3, A*) ::: (y-X!3) !A(y~Xi3) - :\*' (Y-B'y) 

which gives solution: 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

expressions that are forma11y identical to the Chow-Lin 

solution, (3.37) and (3.38), and clearly show that to take 

(*) When this paper was written, we received another from E. 
de Alba (1979) which also emphasizes this relation in a 
similar manner. 
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A = 1 in Denton is equivalent to applying ordinary least 

squared in Chow and Lin, since (3.42) reduces to 

e = (X'BB'X)-lX'BY 

and again, 

1 Y = Xe + -¡- (Y-X e). 

As a result, the particular case in which the 

residuals of (3.27) satisfy classical hypothesis, the method 

of Denton, with A = 1, is optimal. 

If the residuals were random walk, that is, 

where e t is a 

indepenoent and 

differences to 

residual, e t " 
optimal in this 

random variable 

with a constant 

the data would 

Denton's method, 

case. 

with mean 

variance, 

lead to 

with A = 

zero, serially 

applying tirst 

a whi te noise 

D'D, would be 

In general, when matrix A closely reflects the 

unknown covariance matrix of theoretical model (3.27), 

Denton's method leads to the best linear unbiased estimation 

of the unknown quarter ly ser ies. If i t were possible to do 

so, in each case, the D rnatr ix that transforms residual 

series into white noise would ha ve to be selected. 

Unfortunately, the structure of the residuals cannot be 

observed, forcing us to limit ourselves to approximations of 

the optirnal criterion constituted by the method of Chow-Lin. 

The following section is dedicated to this last point. 
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4. Choosing a method for deriving quarterly data 

Considering what has been said up to this point, a 

two-fold observation can be made: 1st) from the point of 

view of its theoretical properties, Chow-Lin's method is 

superior to the rest¡ and 2no) taking into account the other 

methods analyzed, only that of Denton can give, in sorne 

cases, the same results. This is a good reason for choosing 

the secono method, for it has lmportant operative advantages 

over the first. 

Of the other methoas considered in this work, that 

of Bassie was the only real alternative option, since, of 

the rest, those of interest are partIcular cases of Denton's 

methoa. In spite of its great operatíve capacity, 

theoretlcal and practical objectíons can be made against the 

Bassie method. From a theoretical point of view, the 

properties satísfyíng the results derived from this method 

are unknown, since they are deduced from some subJective 

criteria deterrnined beforehanó; whether or not this criteria 

are reasonable i s an open quest ion, al thoug h wi th sorne of 

them a degree of reservation should be shown. From a 

practical point of view, its wide use shows that, in 

general, when a gooa indicator ís available, effective 

results are yielded, leading 

reasonably similar to the 

to quarterly 

profíle of 

series that are 

the indicator. 

Nevertheless, sorne lirnitations already mentioned when 

discussing this rnethod are presented. The most irnportant one 

is the false seasonality induced in quar te r ly ser ie s when 

the Kt discrepancy factor is constant in time. Since 

economic series frequently grow at a relatively constant 

rate, this point bears considerable irnportance in empir ical 

work. To illustrate this difficulty, a simple example can be 

cited in which quarterly data were derived from an annual 
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flow of 14 data artificially constructed frorn a value of 120 

and with a constant interannual rate of 20%. Quarterly data 

was estirnated frorn the sarne series with the Bassie and 

Denton rnethods; the latter took second differences. The 

results obtained are presented in Table 4, which includes 

the annual series, the quarterly series derived frorn each 

rnethod and their absolute differences, as well as the 

interquarterly rates of variation and the difference between 

both. The aforecited rates, which require virtually no 

cornrnent, are represented in figure 8: while Denton's rnethod 

gives practically constant rates for the entire sarnple, such 

as occurs with the annual data, Bassie's rnethod, aside from 

showing the atypical behavior of the ends years cornrnented on 

in Sect ion 3.1, induces a strong seasona:U ty. Th is exerc ise 

should be sufficient grounds for discarding the Bassie 

rnethod in favor of that of Denton. 

As far as the use of the latter rnethod wi th an 

indicator is concerned, the problern of specifying the A 

rnatrix rnentioned in the preceding section rernains unsolved. 

In principle, a suggestion rnade by Fernández (1978) bears 

interest on this point: since partial inforrnation is always 

used to derive quarterly series, the residuals will be 

dorninated by ornitted variables. If this is so, a 

transforrnation converting annual residuals into white noise 

would be inforrnative with respect to the appropriate 

treatrnent applicable to the quarterly residuals. As a 

result, an ARIMA rnodel could be estirnated for the annual 

series and used to deduce the suitable filter in quarterly 

data. Frorn a real point of view, however, a large difficulty 

is presented by this suggestion: annual series are often too 

short to properly identify the ARIMA rnodel. 
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Table 4 

Derivation of quarterly data without an indicator 

from an annual flow by Bassie and Denton 

Annual 
Series 

120 

Quarterly Series 

Bassie I 
29.41 
29.1'-
29.95 
31.50 

Denton tDiffe-
rence 

27.a8 
29.29 
30.70 
3Z .14 

1.53 
-.15 
-.75 
-.63 

Rates of Variation 

Bassie ¡ I Diffe-Denton . 

-.94 
2.80 
5.18 

"1 
1 -;.06 
1 4.83 
1 4.67 

rence 

-5.99 
-2.04 

.51 
+---_.-------------+---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------. 

5 
o 
7 
8 

144 32.97 
34.7Q 
37.00 
39.:32 

33.61 
35.1'5 
30.7-' 
3a.48 

-.64 
-.45 

.24 

.84 

4.67 
5.24 
6.ó4 
0.21'> 

4.'58 
4.57 
4.01 
4.65 

.03 

.67 
2.03 
1.61 

+---_.-------------.---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 
9 172.ó 40.37 40.28 .09 2.67 4.69 -2.02 

la 41.73 42.17 -.44 3.38 4.69 -1.31 
II 44.04 44.14 -.11 5.51 4.ó8 .83 
1.:: 46.66 40.21 .45 5.96 4.ó1 1.29 

+---.----------+-----+--------+-----+------+-------+------+ 
13 2''1.36 48.17 1 43.36 1 -.19 1 3.24 4.66 -1. 4 2 

14 50.05 1 50.61 1 -.56 I 3.90 4.65 -.15 I 
15 52.91 1 52.96 I .Cl 1 5.34 4.66 l.l!! I 

lé 56.17 1 55.43 I .14 1 ó.04 4.66 1.39 1 
+----.-------~-----+---------.---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 

17 l48.!!3 57.90 1 58.02 1 -.12 3.07 4.67 -1.59 1 
11) 60.07 , 60.73 I -.66 3.75 4.67 -.91 I 
19 63.52 I 63.56 1 -.04 1 5.14 4.67 1.0R 1 
20 61.34 1 6b.53 , .• 82 I 6.02 4.60 1.35 I 

+---_.-------------.---------+---------.-------+----------+----------+-------+ 
I 21 , 
, 22 , 
I ?3 , 
I 24 I 

69.44 , 
72.08 1 
76.24 , 
~0.a3 I 

69.63 f 
72.87 I 
7b.27 I 
79.83 ! 

-.18 I 
-.79 I 
-.03 , 
1.01 I 

3.12 
3.dO 
5.77 
b.03 

4.66 
4.6ó 
4.66 
4.66 

-1.54 I 
-.d7 I 
1.11 I 
1.36 I 

.---_.-------------.---~-----+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 
358.02 83.34 

36.50 
91.41> 
96.99 

83.50:: 
87.45 
n.53 
95.80 

-.21 
-.95 
-.04 
1.20 

3.11 
3.78 
5.76 
0.02 

4.66 
4.66 
'-.66 
4.67 

-1.56 
-.aa 
1.10 
1.36 

+----+-------------+---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 
100.01 
103.80 
109.7~ 

116.39 

100.26 
104.94 
109.ln 
114.95 

-.25 
-1.14 

-.0'5 
1.45 

3.11 
3.79 
5.76 
0.02 

4.6ó 
4.66 
4.6ó 
4.66 

-1.55 
-.87 
l.lC 
1.36 

+----+-------------+---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 
13 515.93 120.01 120.31 -.29 3.11 4.66 - L. 55 
14 124.56 125.92 -1.36 3.79 4.67 -.38 
35 131.74 131.80 -.06 5.16 4.67 1.09 
30 139.67 l37.95 1.72 0.02 4.67 1.35 

+ __ A-----------+ ______ + ______ + ______ + _________ + _________ +_-----+ 
31 J 619.17 144.01 144.39 I -.38 I 3.11 4.67 -1.56 
16 , 149.47 151.12 I -1.ó5 I 3.79 4.66 -.87 
39 ! 1<;8.08 158.15 I -.07 I 5.76 4.65 1.11 
'-O I 167.61 165.51 , 2.10 I 0.02 4.65 1.37 

+----+-------------+---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 
41 143 • .;)1 172./j2 173.21 -.40 3.11 4.66 -1.55 
4;; 1 7 9.36 UH .30 -1.94 3.7<1 4.67 -.88 
43 1'39.7<') 189.80 -.10 5.16 4.68 1.0'3 
44 201.13 ¡98.70 2.43 0.02 4.69 1.34 

+----+-------------+---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 
45 , 8° 1.01 207.J8 207.9Q -.61 3.11 4.68 I -1.57 
.... 0 I Zts.<:'3 211.-67 -2.43 3.7Q 4.6~ r -';'.86 

47 ! Z27.64 227.73 -.OQ 5.76 4.62 1.1~ 

'-o ! ,41.3'5 Z38 .. 22 3.13 6.02 4.61 1.41 
+----+-------------+---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 

40 la~~,.9 243.86 249.25 I -.40 I 3.1 t '-.63 I -1.52 I 

"O ¿5S.<:.Q 2!:0.94 -2.66 3.79 4.69 -.90 
'j1 273.17 2 7 3.34 -.17 5.76 4.75 1.01 

"" 21'19.é3 286.39 3.23 ó.G2 4.76 1.2'5 
+----+-------------.---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 

":3 lZ~3.9 31'3.2~ 2q9.9~ 3.2~ 4.11 '-.74 -.04-

"4 316.94 313.09 3.05 4.51 4.ó4 -.13 
0:;5 326 ... 3 327 .91óo .47 3.62 4. 48 -.36 
"o 3~5.2" 342.08 -é.19 - 'o t. ... 4.31 -2.22 

• ---_.-------------+---------+---------+-------+----------+----------+-------+ 
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FIGURE 8. 

DERIVATION OF QUARTERLY SERIES WITHOUT !NDICATOR 
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Rere we propose a more empirical criteria, based 

upon alternative specifications of A. Since the methoá is 

optimum when A properly reflects the structure of the 

differences between the quarterly ser ies and the indicator, 

the solution which leads to lower aná more ranaom 

áiscrepancies with respect to the ináicator will De the 

closest to the optimal. From a empirical point of view, this 

comparison can be limited to definitions of A in terms of 

the first and second differences of the objective function. 

For most series, the first áifferences will be suitable, 

since they are close to the case of a first-oraer. 

autoregressive structure ot the resiáuals with a high 

autocorrelation coefficient. 

'rhe analysis of the consistency between the ser ies 

obtained and the indicator used may therefore be the basic 

criterion for accepting or rejecting the estimated quarterly 

data. This analysis should include the usual tools in time 

ser ies analysis, such as a compar ison between the structure 

of the indicator and that of the resulting quarterly series, 

the structure oí the differences between them, the most 

important outliers, and sorne measures of the goodness of fit 

between the estimated series and the indicator. 

A quarter ly ser ies obtaineá wi th Denton I s rnethod 

and showing consistency with an appropriate indicator can be 

accepted as a reasonable approximation to the best linear 

unbiased estimation of a real unobservable quarterly series. 
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5. Conclusion-Summary 

Given its theoretical properties as well as its 

operative capacity, with a slight modification in the 

differentiation matr ix, Denton I s method can be accepted as 

the best alternative to solving the problem addressed in 

this papero 

general, 

first. 

When a series is minimized without an indicator, in 

the secona differences are more suitable than the 

In order to obtain quarterly data from a series 

with an indicator, an option exists between the additive and 

multiplicative versions of the method. The choice, which 

depends on the nature of the problem to be sol ved in each 

case, should be based on a prior decision as to whether the 

differences between the annual data, from which quarterly 

data is to be obtained, and the inaicator measured in annual 

terms must be distributed throughout the year following the 

intraannual profile of the indicator or independently of it. 

In the first case, the multiplicative criterion will be 

used; in the secona, the additive criterion. For either of 

these criteria, the objective function minimizing the method 

may be expressed in first or second differences. The choice 

between the two can be made by using statistical cr i ter ia, 

in accordance with the empirical results obtained in each 

case. First differences will be adequate in most economic 

series. 
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